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#### Conference presentations
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|Neera Bhatia| ‘A changing social and medical landscape in the care of critically ill infants and children in the U.K’, University of Bristol (Centre for Ethics and Medicine, CEM), Bristol, United Kingdom, 26 November 2018.

Shiri Kribs, “What Do We Talk About When We Talk About Refugees?” Asian Law and Society Association at Bond University, 30 November 2018.
### Conference presentations


**Britt Tevis**
- “Setting the Scene: Non-Elite Lawyers and the Early Twentieth-Century Origins of Entertainment Lawyering,” American Society for Legal History Conference, November 8-11, Houston, Texas

### Workshops, Research Seminars, Other Research Presentations

**Matthew Lister** “LGBTQ Asylum and Refugee Protection: Problems and Prospects” at a workshop on LGBTQ Issues in Asylum and Refugee Law at the University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada, Friday, Nov. 30th.

**Oscar Roos** – DLS Research Seminar. Oscar discussed three works in progress written during his recent, first trimester 2018 ‘Academic Study Program’ (aka sabbatical) at the University of Melbourne – two papers which consider constitutional aspects of Australian judicial review and a third entitled ‘A Shift in the Jurisprudence of the UNHRC on Marriage Equality’ (which has been accepted for publication with the *University of New South Wales Law Journal* in 2019).

### Media

**Samantha Hepburn**
- Radio Interview: Leon Byner "Gas Prices and Export Control", November 28th Radio 5aa with Senator Sarah Hansen Young
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